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Abstract
In this paper, to keep the researchers interested in nature-inspired algorithms and optimization problems, a comprehensive

survey of the group search optimizer (GSO) algorithm is introduced with detailed discussions. GSO is a nature-inspired

optimization algorithm introduced by He et al. (IEEE Trans Evol Comput 13:973–990, 2009) to solve several different

optimization problems. It is inspired by animal searching behavior in real life. This survey focuses on the applications of

the GSO algorithm and its variants and results from the year of its suggestion (2009) to now (2020). GSO algorithm is used

to discover the best solution over a set of candidate solution to solve any optimization problem by determining the

minimum or maximum objective function for a specific problem. Meta-heuristic optimizations, nature-inspired algorithms,

have become an interesting area because of their rule in solving various decision-making problems. The general procedures

of the GSO algorithm are explained alongside with the algorithm variants such as basic versions, discrete versions, and

modified versions. Moreover, the applications of the GSO algorithm are given in detail such as benchmark function,

classification, networking, engineering, and other problems. Finally, according to the analyzed papers published in the

literature by the all publishers such as IEEE, Elsevier, and Springer, the GSO algorithm is mostly used in solving various

optimization problems. In addition, it got comparative and promising results compared to other similar published opti-

mization algorithm.

Keywords Group search optimizer � Meta-heuristic optimization algorithms � Optimization problems � Nature-inspired

algorithms

1 Introduction

Meta-heuristic optimization techniques are chiefly divided

into two main parts: local search optimization methods

(LSOMs) and population search optimization methods

(PSOMs). LSOMs work with one solution during their

progress, and they attempt to improve the single candidate

agent using the neighborhood mechanisms [1], such as hill

climbing technique [2], b-hill climbing technique [3], tabu

search technique [4], and simulated annealing technique

[5]. However, the foremost benefit of these searching

methods is the accelerated search process and problem

avoidance. In contrast, the main problem of them is they

focus on exploration search (global search/diversification)

rather than exploitation search (local search/intensifica-

tion), which, as a result, increases the probability of falling

in the local optima problem. Contrary to LSOMs, PSOMs

use multi-agents (population) at each run for enhancing the

candidate agents to create one or more better agents at each

course of improvements. These searching techniques are

powerful in recognizing encouraging areas in the large

regions, but it does not utilize the wide areas of the search

space effectively [6, 7].

Swarm intelligence and evolutionary computation are

types of PSOMs [8, 9]. These searching methods are based

on the physical behavior and natural evolution of social

intelligence development of real animals and others in real

life [10]. Examples of these methods (PSOMs) include

harmony search (HS) algorithm [11], brain storm opti-

mization (BSO) algorithm [12], salp swarm algorithm

(SSA) [13], grey wolf optimizer (GWO) algorithm [14],
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particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [15], moth-

flame optimization (MFO) algorithm [16], gravitational

search algorithm (GSA) [17], krill herd (KH) algorithm

[11], whale optimization algorithm (WOA) [18], bat

algorithm (BA) [19], ant lion optimization (ALO) [20],

cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) [21], and symbiotic

organism search (SOS) algorithm [22].

Animal communities and social bug swarms motivate

swarm intelligence search methods—the GSO algorithm a

meta-heuristic PSOM proposed by Shan He et al. in 2009

[23]. It is inspired by animal behavior, particularly

exploring behavior. The structure chiefly relies on the

producer–scrounger paradigm. It implies that group agents

either ‘‘obtain’’ (producer) or ‘‘meet’’ (scrounger) possi-

bilities. Depending on this structure, ideas of the exploring

behavior, e.g., animal checking approaches, are used to

produce the best searching procedures for addressing

optimization problems. More details of the GSO algorithm

are given in [23]. GSO algorithm is performed by using

two main techniques (i.e., PSOM and LSOM) to produce

an intelligent searchable method to find the optimal agent

for solving the given problem effectively. Compared to

other algorithms, the GSO algorithm is straightforward,

adjustable, and easy to execute; as such, it can be applied to

address various optimization problems. Due to these given

features, the HSO is successfully employed for several

problems, such as parameter estimation, feature selection,

classification, networking, inverse problem, benchmark

functions, economic power dispatch planning, power

energy, scheduling problems, and image processing.

In this survey paper, GSO-based methods are presented

with a comprehensive and exhaustive study of the proce-

dures of the GSO algorithm with satisfactory materials to

identify the published documents (i.e., journals, confer-

ences, chapters, books, and other papers). The previously

published papers on the fitting parameters of GSO are

additionally given. We focus on the sources and funda-

mentals of GSO and its improvement versions and present

a full comprehensive report of recent applications and

connected enhancements accomplished over several years

since 2009. After this survey paper, readers will be quali-

fied to understand the idea and the fundamentals of the

GSO algorithm, as well as recognize the developmental

levels and various areas that employ GSO to find the

optimal agents. Eventually, the conclusion of this survey

lists the advantages and disadvantages of the GSO algo-

rithm and justifies possible future areas for research to the

interested researchers. While the classifications of prob-

lems are generally considered as the minimization, some

other problems are considered as the maximization. The

authors will use this directly as needed. Table 1 gives the

number of published papers based on the publishers. It is

worth to notice that Table 1 presents the number of

published papers by researchers from October 2009 to the

first quarter of the year 2020 (February 2019) on the GSO

algorithm as well as its variants based on the various

publishers such as IEEE, Elsevier, Hindawi, Springer,

Taylor, and Francis. It is recognized in Table 1 that in the

last nine years (2010–2019), the GSO publications have

exponentially raised. Figure 1 displays the frequency of

these publications depending on the classes of GSO

applications. Also, Fig. 2 shows the appearance of these

publications according to the classes of the GSO variants.

The remainder of this survey paper is arranged as fol-

lows: Sect. 2 presents the GSO algorithm by highlighting

its structure and methods. Section 3 gives an overview of

the GSO variants, modifications, and improvements.

Application areas and improvements in particular fields are

presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents theoretical aspects,

assessment, and evaluation of the GSO. Section 6 presents

the results of GSO compared to other similar optimization

methods. Finally, Sect. 7 presents some concluding

remarks and draws several future research lists of interest.

2 Group search optimizer

In this section, the main procedures of the GSO algorithm

are given. This algorithm (GSO) is performed by using a

set of candidate agents (population) which is named as the

group, and each agent is named as a member [23]. In the

available research space (n-dimensional), the ith iteration

has the current solutions’ positions Xk
i = 2 Rn, a top angle

uk
i = (uk

i1
, uk

i2
, …, uk

in�1
, uk

in
) 2 Rn. The search area of the

ith agent, which is a member vector Dk
i (u

k
i )= (dki1 , dki2 , ..., ...,

dkin�1
, dkin) 2 Rn that is determined by uk

i via a polar to

Cartesian assortment transmutation [24], is as follows:

dki1 ¼
Yn�1

q¼1

cosðuk
iq
Þ ð1Þ

dkij ¼ sinðuk
ij�1

Þ �
Yn�1

q¼1

cosðuk
ij�1

Þ ðj ¼ 2; 3; . . .; n� 1Þ ð2Þ

dkin ¼ sinðuk
in�1

Þ: ð3Þ

For instance, in three dimensions, if at the kth exploring

round, the ith agent’s head angle is uk
i = (p n3, p n4), using

Eq. (1) the search area for the given unit vector can obtain

Dk
i = (1n2,

ffiffiffi
6

p
n4,

ffiffiffi
2

p
n2).

In GSO algorithm, each group of agents contains three

kinds of agents or members: producers, scroungers, and

dispersed members. The behavior of the producers and

scroungers members is based on the predator search (PS)
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model, and the behavior of the dispersed members is based

on performing random walk movements. For the avail-

ability of computation, the PS model is explained by

considering that there is only one generator (producer) at

each searching period, and the remaining agents are from

both of scroungers and dispersed agents. The most

straightforward joining method considers all scroungers

will follow the resource determined by the farmer. In

solving the problems, the undiscovered best agent can be

considered as open parts stochastic grouped in the available

search region. Group agents, accordingly, seek for the

pieces by examining the possible search region [25]. This

process is additionally expected that the producer and the

scroungers do not oppose in their associated phenotypic

properties. Hence, all can change among the given pair

roles [23, 26].

At every course of improvement, a group agent, which is

placed in the usual encouraging region and presents the

best obtained fitness function, is determined as the pro-

ducer. It then ends and checks the situation to find the best

agent. Checking is an essential part of the exploration

direction; it is a collection of tools by which creatures

affect sensitive sense and seldom their shapes or acces-

sories to obtain data from around the situation. Checking is

achieved by natural touch or by optical, artificial, or sen-

sory devices. In the GSO algorithm, imagination, which is

Fig. 1 Applications of the group

search optimizer algorithm

Table 1 The number of

published papers based on the

publishers

Publisher IE. Els. Sp. Hin. TF. Oth.

Year J. C. Ch. J. C. Ch. J. C. Ch. J. C. Ch. J. C. Ch. J. C. Ch.

2009 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0

2010 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 2 0

2011 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0

2012 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0

2013 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0

2014 1 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0

2015 0 2 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1

2016 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0

2017 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0

2018 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

2019 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

2020 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sum 4 7 0 13 1 1 4 3 5 3 0 0 1 0 4 53 5 1

*IE. means IEEE, *Els. means Elsevier, *Sp. means Springer, *Hin. means Hindawi, *TF. means Taylor

and Francis

*Oth. means other journals, *J. means journal, *C. means conference, *Ch. means chapter
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the primary checking tool utilized by several creature

classes, is applied by the producer. To achieve visible

exploration, several creatures are converted into a broad

range of illustrations with retinas becoming changeable

locative decision and then apply rapid focus changes to

make the highest resolution area toward a possible desti-

nation. Excellent scanning production is necessary for

survival [23].

The height of each cone is the period at which the fish

arrests and scans for the victim. In GSO, the checking

range of imagination is reduced and concluded to an n-

dimensional search area, which is identified by most hunt

phase £max 2 R1 as shown in a three-dimensional explo-

ration area in Fig. 3.

The apex is the current position of the producer. In the

GSO algorithm, at the course number (iteration) k (kth), the

producer Xp runs as follows:

• The producer will investigate at zero and then inves-

tigate alongside by stochastic testing three locations in

the checking place: One case at zero rate:

Xz ¼ Xk
p þ r1lmaxD

k
pðukÞ: ð4Þ

One point in the right-hand faction hypercube

Xr ¼ Xk
p þ r1lmaxD

k
pðuk þ r2Hmaxn2Þ: ð5Þ

One point in the left-hand faction hypercube

Xl ¼ Xk
p þ r1lmaxD

k
pðuk þ r2Hmaxn2Þ ð6Þ

where r1 2 R1 is a regularly distributed stochastic

value with a mean value 0 and standard deviation value

1 and r2 2 Rn�1 is a uniformly doled out stochastic

values in the range (0, 1).

• The producer then will work to get the near-best

position with the near-best fitness function. If the best

position has a fitness function value than its new

position, then it travels toward this position. Alterna-

tively, it will wait in its location and direct its caption to

a different randomly created position.

ukþ1 ¼ uk þ r2amax ð7Þ

where (amax 2 R1) is the maximum adjusting position.

• If the producer cannot obtain a better search space after a
number of iterations, it will use its leader back to 0 degree

ukþa ¼ uk ð8Þ

where a 2 R1 is a constant value.

At each iteration, several group agents are chosen as

scroungers. The scroungers will continue searching for

better fitness to meet the fitness function determined by the

producer. In the GSO algorithm, just the space copying,

Fig. 2 Variants of the group

search optimizer algorithm

Fig. 3 Scanning field in three-dimensional search space [23]
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which is the most popular scrounging behavior in sparrows,

is used. At the kth redundancy, the space copying behavior

of the ith scrounger can be represented as a stochastic walk

near the producer

Xkþ1
i ¼ Xk

i þ r3 � ðXk
p � Xk

i Þ ð9Þ

where (r3 2 Rn) is a uniform stochastic sequence value in

the range (0, 1). ‘‘�’’ denotes the product, which calculates

the product of the two vectors. During scrounging, the ith

scrounger will keep exploring for other possibilities to

meet [26]. This behavior is modeled by applying the ith

scrounger’s start to a new stochastically generated position

using Eq. (7).

Figure 4 shows the illustration of the typical paths of

scroungers. It deserves considering that in this illustration,

the generator in the exploration smallest values is artifi-

cially placed. Therefore, all scroungers performed area

copying to move toward the producer and finally con-

verged to the global minimum. In the search process, if a

scrounger gets a more favorable position than the modern

producer and scroungers, in the subsequent repetition, it

will change to be a producer and all the other agents,

containing the producer in the past repetition, will make

scrounging strategies. This switching approach assists the

group in escaping from exploitation points in the quicker

search about [27].

The remainder of the group agents will be scattered from

their contemporary positions. In reality, group agents usually

have several searching and competitive functions; small

assistants active foragers than the principal command are

scattered from the agents. Various forms of dispersions are

observed, which range from simple insects to human being.

Scattered creatures may use ranging behavior to search and

find different environments. Ranging is the first stage of an

exploration that begins outwardly signs pointing to a par-

ticular device. In the GSO algorithm, if the ith group agent is

scattered, it will make classifying. In reality, ranging beings

make searching procedures, which involve stochastic walks

and methodical exploration approaches to find resources.

The first strategy (random walks), which is considered to be

the common effective searching method for scholastic allo-

cated fitness values, is used by the rangers. At the kth search,

it creates a scholastic front position ui using Eq. (7), and

then, it takes an arbitrary distance as follows:

li ¼ a � r1lmax ð10Þ

and proceeds to the new position as follows:

Xkþ1
i ¼ Xk

i þ liD
k
i ðukþ1Þ: ð11Þ

To enhance the chance of finding the maximization of

resources (fitness function), animals employ various

approaches to limit their exploration to a successful patch.

One essential approach is changing the following into a piece

when its end is recognized. This approach is applied by the

GSO algorithm to control the limited exploration area: When

an agent is far about the exploration area, it will turn back

toward the possible exploration area by arranging the values

that disrupted bounds to its past preferences. The

flowchart of the basic GSO algorithm is shown in Fig. 5. The

pseudo-code for the basic GSO is shown in Algorithm 1.

Fig. 4 Tracks of five scroungers

running to the producer in five

iterations [23]
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Evaluate members

Choose an agent as producer 

The producer performs producing 

Choose scroungers 

Scroungers perform scrounging 

Dispersed the rest agents to 
perform ranging

Generate and evaluate ini�al agents

Termina�on 
Criterion 
Sa�sfied?

Stop

No

Yes

Fig. 5 Flowchart of the basic

group search optimizer

algorithm
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3 Variants of group search optimizer

This section explains the various variants of the GSO

algorithm in the following subsections (Fig. 2). Several

versants have been discussed, which are basic, modified,

hybridized, discrete, and other versions of the GSO algo-

rithm. Table 2 represents a review of the variants of the

GSO algorithm in solving different optimization problems.

3.1 Basic group searching optimizer

Several studies have been done using basic GSO algorithm

to solve different optimization problems such as [49, 50].

Shan et al. [23] introduced a novel optimization algorithm

called group search optimizer (GSO) inspired by animal

performance in the searching behavior. The system basi-

cally depends on the producer–scrounger show, which

accepts the collection of individuals exploration for the

producer or for scrounger possibilities. Based on this sys-

tem, concepts from creature looking performance, e.g.,

creature filtering instruments, are utilized allegorically to

plan ideal looking methodologies for tackling nonstop

optimization issues. The GSO algorithm has similar exe-

cution to other EAs in regard to exactness and meeting

speed, particularly on high-dimensional multimodal issues.

The GSO algorithm is additionally connected to prepare

artificial neural systems. The obtained results on three real-

world benchmark issues showed the appropriateness of

GSO for issue tackling.

Wu et al. [51] presented a novel algorithm based on the

use of the GSO. The algorithm depends on the producer–

scrounger show, which expects to gather individuals look

either for judgment (maker) or for meeting (scrounger)

openings. Animal filtering instruments are joined to create

the algorithm. They also utilized rangers, which perform

casual strolls to maintain a strategic distance from

entrapment in nearby minima. When tested against

benchmark functions, GSO bettered with other develop-

mental algorithms in regard to precision and joining rate on

the largest benchmark functions.

3.2 Discrete group searching optimizer

Various studies have been performed utilizing discrete

versions of the GSO algorithm such as [52, 53]. Mahmoud

et al. [46] have proposed a discrete GOS algorithm called

(DGSO-MDNet) to address the population detection

problem in high-dimensional connection arrangements

without a piece of earlier information regarding the number

of populations. This proposed system was proposed to

make a community approach that can maximize the

objective function (i.e., multi-slice modularity). The

proposed method uses a locus-based adjacency design and

different discrete agents. Experiments are conducted on

network datasets, and the results show the superiority of the

DGSO-MDNet to discover the hidden building within the

given arrangements.

Mahmoud et al. [46] introduced discrete GSO algorithm

(DGSO), which is a useful optimization algorithm to

determine the community exposure problem without any

prior information about the quantity of communities. The

proposed DGSO algorithm uses the locus-based adjacency

design and various discrete laborers. Experiments in real-

life arrangements proved the ability of the proposed DGSO

algorithm to robustly discover the construction hidden

within heterogeneous networks matched with other high-

effectiveness optimization algorithms published in the

literature.

3.3 Modifications of group searching optimizer

Several studies have been done using the modified GSO

algorithm to solve different optimization problems such as

[54–56]. Xiang-wei et al. [36] proposed a new method to

solve the weaknesses, especially the convergence, of the

basic GSO called SEGSO. The proposed method is based

on a self-adaptive GSO with elitist strategy (SEGSO). To

keep the group heterogeneity, SEGSO uses a self-adaptive

role distribution strategy, which defines whether an agent is

a scrounger or a soldier based on ConK following iterations

of the producer. The obtained results showed that SEGSO

got better outcomes compared with PSO and basic GSO in

convergence speed and left the neighborhood problem.

Kang and Gu [38] introduced an enhanced GSO algo-

rithm called fast global GSO (FGGSO) to expand the

exploration rate and make a trade-off between the inten-

sification and diversification. At first, studying the com-

putational time configuration of the producer’s angle

searching approach, a new local exploration tool, named

campaign approach, is produced, which is operated by

opposition and interaction between competitors in a

selecting process. Next, a repair process is used in the

searching method to ensure the escape of the exploitation

search. The algorithm is assessed on a collection of 11

numerical problems and matched favorably with other

versions of GSOs. The obtained outcomes designated an

exceptional enhancement in the effectiveness of specific

problems.

In the basic GSO, larger than 80% positions are taken as

scroungers, and the maker is the individual. When the

producer cannot get more trustworthy positions compared

to the past one in some continuous iterations, the scroun-

gers will certainly depart to the identical area, and the

group might be stuck in the expiration area through a short

number of rangers employed to develop the variety of it. In
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Table 2 The variants of the group searching optimizer algorithm

Proposed Application Description Results and conclusion Year Authors/

(Ref)

GSO Benchmark
functions

A new optimization
algorithm called GSO

The GSO algorithm has competitive execution to other EAs
in terms of exactness and meeting speed, particularly on
high-dimensional multimodal issues

2009 Shan et al.
[23]

GSO High-
dimensional
problems

A new combination of
GSO by hybridizing
metropolis rule

This proposed method is superior to the basic GSO
algorithm and particle swarm optimization in multi-model
optimization problems

2010 Juanyan
et al. [28]

GSO Unconstrained
optimization
problems

Basic GSO algorithm The exploratory comes about shows that GSO can discover
the precise or near to universally ideal methods on most
issues. GSO can unravel the obliged problem and is an
elective bio-inspired optimization algorithm

2011 Hai et al.
[29]

CGSO Benchmark
functions

Improved GSO with
chaotic mutation

The obtained results showed that CGSO is more effective
than other well-known algorithms

2011 Fang and
Chen [30]

GSO Control
financial
problem

Basic GSO The application is additionally expanded to decide the ideal
areas and control parameters of the adaptable AC
transmission system (actualities) gadgets to realize the
objective. Results have been obtained by a standard test
framework, and superior results have been obtained by
GEO.

2012 Liao et al.
[31]

IGSO Benchmark
functions

An improved GSO
optimizer with quantum
behavior

The made strides GSO algorithm (IGSO) is tested on a few
benchmark functions and compared with others

2012 Debao et al.
[32]

NMGSO Multi-objective
problems

A new multi-objective
GSO (NMGSO)

The obtained results illustrated the effectiveness and
robustness of the proposed method

2012 Ling et al.
[33]

GSO Pareto
arrangements

A new multi-objective
GSO

The proposed algorithm comes about shows the stochastic
algorithm has fantastic performance in terms of joining
rate, achievable, common sense, and prevalence in
structure ideal plan

2012 Feng et al.
[34]

GSOICLW Optimal power
flow

GSO with interspecific
competition and Lévy
walk

The obtained results illustrated the precision and unwavering
quality of the proposed algorithm, compared with other
EAs

2013 Li et al. [35]

SEGSO Benchmark
functions

A new method to solve
the weaknesses of the
GSO

The obtained results showed that SEGSO got better
outcomes compared with others

2014 Zheng et al.
[36]

GSO Dynamic
economic
dispatch

GSO with versatile
techniques

The proposed plan can understand the energetic financial
celerity issue effectively

2014 Chen et al.
[37]

FGGSO Benchmark
functions

Enhanced GSO algorithm The obtained results designated a remarkable enhancement
in the performance of certain problems

2014 Kang and
Gu [38]

QGSO Benchmark
functions

The QGSO algorithm in
the seismic
investigation

The obtained results revealed that the QGSO algorithm
received better output matched with the PSO

2014 Jin et al.
[39]

GSO Optimal power
flow

GSO with interspecific
competition and Lévy
walk

The outcomes illustrated the adequacy and legitimacy of the
proposed demonstration and the optimization algorithm

2014 Yuanzheng
et al. [40]

RCHTUC Optimal power
flow

Self-learning GSO The results are compared with those obtained by other
procedures on distinctive aqueous frameworks over the
planning skyline. The results illustrated the productivity of
the SLGSO for handling the RCHTUC issue

2015 Zheng et al.
[41]

GSO Engineering
problems

self-learning GSO The proposed method got better results in comparison with
others

2015 Abdollah
et al. [42]

GSO Optimization
problems

An opposition-based
learning approach with
GSO

The proposed crossover GSO algorithm performed
preferences over past GSO and DE approaches in merging
speed and precision of arrangement

2015 Chengwang
et al. [43]

CMOGSO Multi-objective
optimization
problems

A cooperative co-
evolutionary multi-
objective GSO

The obtained results illustrated that CMOGSO could more
viably and effectively fathom multi-objective optimization
issues compared with other developmental multi-objective
optimizers

2015 Ya-zhou
et al. [44]
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order to enhance the execution of the GSO algorithm, an

enhanced GSO with the quantum-behaved administrator

for scroungers concurring to a particular probability is

introduced by Debao et al. [32]. Within the strategy, the

scroungers are partitioned into two parts: the scroungers

within the to begin with portion overhaul their positions

with the administrators of QPSO, and the leftovers retain

looking for openings to connect the assets determined by

the maker. The administrators of QPSO are employed to

move forward the differences in the populace for GSO. The

proposed IGSO is investigated on a standard benchmark

and compared with others.

Abdollah et al. [42] dealt with the error in the comple-

tion of the security forces system involvement using

improved GSO (self-learning). The hydrothermal arrange-

ment problem is described as an optimization problem,

which is required to attend various identities and different

restrictions. The driven agents in the first paper of the GSO

algorithm do not meet the restriction on the last area size of

the hydro units’ store one at the current iteration. Conse-

quently, this error was established in the first paper.

The efficiency and convergence rate of quick GSO are

possible to work with a spatial architectural arrangement.

This paper proposed the QGSO algorithm in the seismic

investigation of iron structures with semirigid associations

which more precisely match the working circumstances

[39]. The QGSO is connected with the restriction from the

sentence coefficients and active time-history investigation.

The production of the QGSO on seismic design has been

examined on a two-bay five-layer steel problem. The

obtained result revealed that the QGSO algorithm received

better output matched with the PSO in regard to conver-

gence rate and the capability of escaping from the optimum

local problem. Furthermore, it is possible and practical to

implement the QGSO to the optimal seismic design of steel

structure.

Chin-Ling et al. [47] proposed a forecast prototype

based on an enhanced fuzzy interval series and an

improved GSO to address the predicting problems effec-

tively. The proposed fuzzy time series can correctly foretell

whether the following predicted data will improve or lower

depending on the ratio value in the fuzzy logical connec-

tion. Besides, improved GSO is employed to change the

time. The proposed prototype is used to forecast the

enrollments of the University of Alabam. The obtained

results revealed that the proposed prototype achieves the

smallest forecast error compared to other comparative

methods.

3.4 Hybridizations of group searching optimizer

Several studies have been done using hybrid GSO algo-

rithm to solve different optimization problems such as

[57, 58]. Juanyan et al. [28] introduced a new combination

of GSO by hybridizing metropolis rule to more improving

the capability of escaping from local optima problem. The

obtained results showed the production of this proposed

algorithm is superior to the basic GSO algorithm and other

algorithms in multi-model optimization problems, partic-

ularly for high-dimensional problems.

Chen et al. [37] proposed a dynamic economic dispatch

taking into consideration the valve point impacts of each

unit. Moreover, considering the vulnerabilities of wind

control and the changes of stack request, the proposed

show is defined as a non-convex optimization issue which

is illuminated by a novel strategy, GSO with versatile

techniques. The proposed approach utilizes the versatile

procedures, counting a versatile covariance network and an

efficient transformation operation conspire to extend both

investigation and abuse capabilities of the GEO. The ade-

quacy of the proposed strategy is inspected utilizing two

notable test cases with a comparison between the proposed

Table 2 (continued)

Proposed Application Description Results and conclusion Year Authors/
(Ref)

GSO Networking Multi-objective GSO The proposed strategy claims the excellent performance in
terms of the income and acknowledgement proportion

2015 Ya-zhou
et al. [45]

DGSO-
MDNet

Networking Discrete GOS (DGSO-
MDNet)

The capability of the proposed algorithm to successfully
detect the structure hidden within these networks

2016 Ahmed
et al. [46]

DGSO Networking Discrete GSO algorithm
(DGSO)

The proposed DGSO algorithm to robustly detect the
construction hidden within heterogeneous networks
matched with other high-performance optimization
algorithms

2016 Mahmoud
et al. [46]

GSO Fuzzy time
series

Modified GSO The obtained results revealed that the proposed model
achieves the smallest forecast error

2017 Chin-Ling
et al. [47]

HGSO Excessive
dimension
interleaved

Combining genetic
algorithm (GA) and
GSO

The proposed excessive dimension interleaved design using
HGSO technique plays well than some other methods

2017 Rutuja et al.
[48]
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approach and other heuristic algorithms. It is illustrated

that the proposed plan can understand the energetic finan-

cial celerity issue effectively.

In order to enhance the execution of GSO in tackling

severe optimization problems, an opposition learning

approach (OBL) and a differential evolution strategy (DE)

are combined into GSO to create a half-breed GSO. In this

paper [43], the methodology of OBL is utilized to broaden

the look local, and the administrator of DE is used to

improve the nearby look to progress. Comparison tests

illustrated that the proposed crossover GSO algorithm

performed preferences over the past GSO and DE addres-

ses in merging velocity and precision of arrangement.

Rutuja et al. [48] centered on the other trouble of mis-

takes editing code and delivered a turbo encoder, which

makes use of a combination algorithm by using the genetic

algorithm (GA) and GSO within the call of hybrid GSO

(HGSO) and makes the high-dimensional information

transmission. Such a high-dimensional data has changed to

low-dimensional data by way of introducing a new

excessive measurement interleaved in the traditional

design. In which statistics transformation and top of the

line pattern technology has taken region the usage of the

current meta-heuristic seek algorithm. The overall perfor-

mance of the proposed system has in comparison with the

prevailing GSO, GA, FA, ABC, and random interleaver

design in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), BER, and

FER. Additionally, the computation time is calculated for

every factor of both present and proposed machine.

Eventually, the obtained results showed that the proposed

excessive dimension interleaved study using the HGSO

technique works well than some other methods.

3.5 Chaotic group searching optimizer

To enhance the performance of the GSO, ZG, and DB, [30]

proposed a new method to solve benchmark functions

called CGSO. The proposed method added chaotic theory

to the GSO with the global searching characteristic. In

CGSO, the excellent position of the producer is renewed by

a chaotic searching strategy; the new position is defined by

the best position achieved so far by chaotic mutation.

CGSO and GSO simulated four-function optimization

problems. The obtained results showed that CGSO is more

effective than other well-known algorithms.

3.6 Multi-objective group searching optimizer

Several studies have been done using multi-objective GSO

algorithm to solve different optimization problems such as

[52, 59]. Ling et al. [33] proposed a new multi-objective

GSO (NMGSO) for addressing the multi-objective prob-

lems. To explain the algorithm, the checking procedure of

the basic GSO is superseded by the short-guide exploration

method. To improve the exploration of the rangers, a par-

ticular variation with a supervising possibility is produced

to adjust the diversification and intensification at various

searching steps, and randomness is included in defining the

coefficients of agents to improve the diversity. To control

multi-objectives, the sorting design and numerous genera-

tors are utilized. Also, the kernel density operator is applied

to keep heterogeneity. The obtained results based on a

collection of functions and comparisons with other tech-

niques illustrated the performance and robustness of the

proposed method, particularly for the high-dimensional

multi-objective optimization problems.

Feng et al. [34] proposed a multi-objective ideal plan of

outline structures carried out by GSO with Pareto

arrangements hypothesis. A one narrow outline structure

was utilized to assess the execution of bunch look opti-

mizer. The proposed algorithm has better effectiveness in

regrades to convergance rate, achievability, common sense

and prevalence in structure ideal plan.

Ya-zhou et al. [44] proposed a cooperative co-evolu-

tionary multi-objective GSO (CMOGSO). In CMOGSO,

multi-objective optimization issues are decayed, agreeing

with their choice factors. They are determined the opti-

mality by comparing subgroups, individually. Collabora-

tors are chosen haphazardly from the file and utilized to

build setting vectors to assess the individuals in subgroups.

The obtained outcomes illustrated that CMOGSO could

numerous viably and adequately fathom multi-objective

optimization issues compared with other developmental

multi-objective optimizers.

Ya-zhou et al. [45] proposed a modern virtual arrange

implanting show in this paper. In order to adjust the

characteristic limitations of the goals, two physical func-

tions are characterized and optimized at the same time.

Multi-objective GSO is utilized to realize the Pareto-opti-

mal set, in which the officer looking procedure is made

strides to boost the execution of the algorithm. The test

comes about illustrates that the proposed strategy claims

excellent performance in terms of the income and

acknowledgement proportion.

4 Applications of group search optimizer

The GSO algorithm is applied effectively to solve several

different applications (optimization problems) of many

various disciplines such as benchmark function, machine

learning, and engineering design problems. Showing

specific optimization problems and determining fit vari-

ables and objective functions are the essential matters that

can assist in practical problem solving when addressing

such optimization problems. The general use of operators,
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parameter adjustment, and population design are the major

issues as regards optimization algorithms. In this section, a

study of the literature is conducted by analyzing the

application (scientific applicability) domains in the fol-

lowing subsections (Fig. 1). Table 3 shows a review of the

applications of the GSO algorithm in addressing different

optimization problems.

4.1 Benchmark functions

Several studies have been done using the GSO versions to

address different problems, especially in the benchmark

functions such as [81, 82]. Guohua et al. [72] introduced an

improved version of the GSO to solve engineering prob-

lems called IGSO. The basic version of GSO utilizes the

G-best topology construction, which directs the rapid

replacement of information between positions. Hence, it is

quickly trapped in a local optimum while trading with

multi-modal problems. The proposed QGSO got better

results using four benchmark functions. In another study,

Guo-Hua et al. [76] used the GSO incorporated with

interactive dynamic neighborhood (IDGSO). The proposed

IDGSO is compared with other existing optimization

algorithms; it obtained a better result in the high-dimen-

sional optimization problems. The results were compared

using four benchmark functions.

Wen-fen and Zhao-hui [68] proposed an improved GSO

in this paper. The noteworthy change is that swarm indi-

viduals spare the correct heading of developments amid the

look prepare as their involvement and anticipate superior

positions from these experiences. The improved GSO

encompasses a prevalent look execution on low-dimen-

sional issues and high-dimensional issues. The made

strides GSO algorithm is both less complex and faster than

the GSO algorithm. A set of four benchmark functions

were utilized to assess the progressed algorithm. For the 30

dimensional cases, the made strides algorithm outflanked

GA and GSO for all the four benchmark functions and

outflanked PSO for 2 of them. For the 300 dimensional

cases, the moved forward algorithm contains a particularly

prevalent execution to GA, PSO, and GSO algorithms.

Lijin et al. [83] proposed a modified GSO for solving

optimization problems, which is based on requiring effort

methodology, self-adaptive joining technique, and chaotic

transformation technique. The required flight technique is

utilized for the maker to rearrange the number and move

forward productivity within the investigating space. The

self-adaptive joining technique is being utilized for the

scroungers strolling to the maker to advance joining speed.

The chaotic transformation procedure is outlined for the

officers to fortify expansion. Using those procedures, the

adjusted algorithm can get way better change between

escalated and development. The reenactment tests, which

were conducted on benchmark functions, appear that those

procedures are compelling, and they make strides the

worldwide optimization capacity and merging speed of

adjusted GSO for high-dimensional work optimization. Yu

et al. [84] presented a crossover GSO with a differential

evolutionary (DE) administrator named DEGSO to upgrade

the differing qualities of standard gather look optimizer. In

this strategy, the basic GSO and the DE administrator

interchange at the odd cycles and the indeed cycles. The

outcomes of the tests show that DEGSO is competitive

with other similar methods.

Wen-fen [85] proposed a disentangled GSO algorithm

called SGSO for broad-scale global optimization is dis-

played in this paper to get a straightforward estimate with

prevalent execution on high-dimensional issues. The SGSO

embraces its solutions to move forward the sharing tech-

nique, which offers great members, and employments a

less complicated look strategy rather than looking by the

head point. Furthermore, the SGSO increases the rate of

scroungers to quicken meeting speed. Compared with GA,

PSO, and GSO, SGSO is tried on seven benchmark func-

tions with measurements 30, 100, 500, and 1000. It can be

concluded that the SGSO encompasses a strikingly effec-

tive execution to other methods for large optimization

problems.

Dan et al. [86] proposed a diversity-guided GSO

(DGSO) with OBL to overcome these impediments.

Opposition-based knowledge is employed to quicken the

merging rate of GSO. In contrast, the direction of the dif-

ference (DG) is used to extend the differing qualities of the

populace. A comprehensive set of nineteen sophisticated

benchmark functions is being utilized for test confirmation.

It is compared to the first GSO algorithm. Numerical tests

show that the DGSO gives better execution than the basic

GSO within the merging rate and the arrangement exact-

ness. Li et al. [87] proposed a new optimization algorithm

based on the use of the GSO with OPL and Lévy walk

(GSOICLW). The component of intraspecific competition

(IC) and the looking procedure of Lévy walk (LW) are

joined to the basic GSO algorithm. It has been demon-

strated that GSOICLW shows a critical change to GSO

after its examination versus standard optimization

problems.

Jia-Jia et al. [88] proposed a variation of GSO (VGSO),

which creates a producer–organizer demonstrate whereby

group agents are expected to seek for openings of either

‘‘finding’’ (producing) or ‘‘learning’’ (organization). This

show empowers VGSO to attain a significant trade-off

between its investigation and abuse functions. A compre-

hensive exploratory considers conducted on a set of

benchmark functions and a commonsense optimization

issue. The comparison comes about shows that VGSO gets

a promising execution on these optimization issues.
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Table 3 The applications of the group searching optimizer algorithm

Proposed Application Description Results and conclusion Year Authors/

(Ref)

GSOANN Neural network The GSO with artificial
neural organize

The proposed for ANN making in later a long time, counting
a few ANN outfits; GSOANN has way better meeting and
generalization exhibitions on the two benchmark issues

2009 Shan et al.
[60]

GSO Neural network A new optimization
algorithm: a GSO

The proposed GSO got better merging rate and generalization
exhibitions for the breast cancer conclusion issue

2009 Wu et al.
[61]

QGSOPC Pin-connected
structure

A fast GSO with inactive
assemblage (QGSOPC)

The results show that the QGSOPC algorithm not only has
ideal joining rate and precision, but it has the most excellent
solidness of joining scale and accuracy

2009 Guang
et al.
[62]

GSO Truss structure
topology
optimization

GSO with two
advancements

The results show that the approach with moved forward GSO
is doable and strong for truss topology optimization

2009 Haobin
et al.
[63]

iGSO Plan
optimization
problems

An improved GSO
algorithm

The results show that iGSO has many ways better merging
execution and is less demanding to actualize in comparison
with other existing developmental algorithms

2009 Hai et al.
[56]

GSO Truss structure
design

A novel optimization
algorithm called GSO

The proposed algorithm results show that the GSO has best
joining rate and exactness. Results from the three tried cases
outline the competitive capacity of the GSO to discover the
ideal comes about

2010 Li-Juan
et al.
[64]

QGSO Structure
optimization

Quick GSO called (QGSO) The results show that the QGSO has ideal meeting rate and
precision. It is wanted for QGSO to be utilized viably for
down to earth underlying whole plan issues

2010 Qin et al.
[65]

GSO Structure
optimization

A novel GSO algorithm Two numerical cases were utilized to test the improved GSO.
The obtained results show that the improved GSO is
attainable and strong for truss topology optimization

2010 Xie et al.
[66]

LGSO Neural network Basic GSO with Lévy
flight

The proposed algorithm produced better convergence and
generalization execution

2010 Shan [67]

GSO Benchmark
functions

An improved GSO The improved GSO encompasses a prevalent look execution
on low-dimensional issues and high-dimensional issues

2010 Wen-fen
and
Zhao-hui
[68]

IGSO Engineering
problems

The GSO blended with the
inactive assemblage

The IGSO algorithm program explanation is briefer and more
comfortable to be modified

2010 Zeng and
Li [69]

QGSO Engineering
problems

Improved GSO algorithm
(QGSO)

The proposed QGSO got a better convergence rate and
accuracy rate

2010 Feng et al.
[70]

MGSO Engineering
problems

Combined GSO algorithm
with Pareto solutions
theory

The obtained results confirmed the probability and advantage
of MGSO in addressing structure optimal design

2010 Feng-ming
et al.
[71]

IGSO Benchmark
functions

An improved version of the
GSO

The proposed QGSO got better results using four benchmark
functions

2011 Guohua
et al.
[72]

GSO Neural network Two half-breed agreeable
GSO approaches

The GSO approaches utilizing participation could attain
superior generalization execution than Levenberg–
Marquardt (LM) conventional GSO

2011 Danielle
et al.
[73]

GSO Classification
problems

A modern GSO-based
biomarker disclosure
strategy

The outcomes show that the GSO-based highlighted
determination algorithm is competent in selecting a stingy
set of biomarkers to attain superior classification execution

2012 Cooper
et al.
[74]

FGSO Economic
dispatch

A fast GSO algorithm
(FGSO)

The proposed FGSO achieved more accurate outcomes with
less computational time

2012 Junpeng
et al.
[75]

IDGSO Continuous
optimization

The GSO incorporated
with interactive dynamic
neighborhood

The GSO obtained a better result in the high-dimensional
optimization problems

2012 Guo-Hua
et al.
[76]

MQGSO Engineering
problems

A new multi-objective
GSO algorithm based on
a quick group

The proposed MQGSO algorithm got the right balance, high
convergence rate compared with others

2013 Jing et al.
[77]

GSO Multi-model
problems

An improved GSO based
on the system of the
social algorithm

The obtained results issued the viability of the made strides
algorithm

2013 Zhao et al.
[78]
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4.2 Machine learning applications

Several studies have been done using the GSO algorithm to

solve different optimization problems, especially in the

machine learning domain such as [89–91].

4.3 Classification problems

Cooper et al. [74] proposed a modern GSO-based bio-

marker disclosure strategy for pancreatic cancer determi-

nation utilizing mass spectrometry (MS) information. The

GSO was inspired by creature social looking conduct. It

showed that the worldwide look execution of the GSO is

competitive to other organically driven optimization algo-

rithms. They connected a GSO as a highlighted determi-

nation strategy to MS information investigation for

premalignant pancreatic cancer biomarker disclosure. They

begin to connect a smooth nonlinear vitality administrator

to distinguish crests. At that point, a GSO with a straight

discriminant examination was utilized to choose a miserly

collection of top windows that can recognize cancer. After

choosing a collection of biomarkers, a back vector machine

was at that point connected to construct a classifier to

conclusion premalignant cancer cases. They matched the

GSO with the GA, advancement procedures, develop-

mental programming, and a molecule swarm optimizer.

The outcomes showed that the GSO-based highlight

determination algorithm is competent in selecting a stingy

set of biomarkers to attain superior classification execution

than other estimates.

Balakrishnan and Thirunavu [80] proposed a new

method for classification problems in this paper. At first,

the pre-processing preparation is conducted to choose the

leading quality datasets. At that point, a hybrid of

progressed integer-coded hereditary algorithm (AICGA)

and extraordinary learning machine (ELM), with refined

GSO (RGSO) procedure, is utilized for quality choice and

cancer classification. AICGA is being used with RGSO-

based ELM classifier to select an ideal set of qualities that

comes about in a proficient crossover algorithm that can

handle meager information and test lopsidedness. The

refined gather look optimizer-based extraordinary learning

machine is utilized to carry out the classification handle.

Within the RGSO-based ELM, the weights and predispo-

sition to ELM are optimized using RGSO for superior

rearrangements and classification of expansive esteem of

quality datasets. The execution of the suggested method is

assessed, and the result is compared with the similar

strategies. The introduced methods are connected to good

time datasets and benchmark datasets taken from dataset

stores.

4.4 Neural network

Shan [67] proposed a novel artificial neural network (ANN)

training algorithm based on an enhanced GSO algorithm.

The Gaussian random walk is replaced in the basic GSO

with another mechanism called Lévy flight. This mecha-

nism is a random search pattern utilized by many searching

methods to maximize the performance of resource searches

in unknown circumstances. The enhanced GSO with Lévy

flight (LGSO) is assessed on a collection of five opti-

mization benchmark functions. Then, the LGSO algorithm

is utilized to harmonize the parameters of a three-layer

feed-forward ANN, including combination weights and

bias. Two real-world problems have been used to evaluate

the achievement of our LGSO-trained ANN (LGSOANN).

When compared with other well-known machine learning

Table 3 (continued)

Proposed Application Description Results and conclusion Year Authors/
(Ref)

GSO Radio spectrum Improved GSO The discovery execution gets to be higher with the increment
of CR clients

2013 Hui et al.
[79]

DGSO Flow shop
scheduling

A random breakdown
called with a discrete
GSO (DGSO)

The proposed DGSO algorithm significantly increases the
performances matched with other algorithms

2014 Zhe and

Xingsheng
[53]

GSO Flow shop
scheduling

A multi-objective discrete
GSOr

The proposed algorithm is predominant to two existing meta-
heuristics in terms of both modified generational remove
and set scope

2016 Deng et al.
[52]

RGSO Classification
problems

Refined GSO called
(RGSO)

The proposed methods are connected for good time datasets
and benchmark datasets taken from dataset stores

2018

Balakrishnan
and Thirunavu
[80]
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techniques, the proposed algorithm produced better con-

vergence and generalization execution.

Shan et al. [60] applied the GSO to artificial neural

organize (ANN) preparing to advance explore its appro-

priateness to real-world issues. The parameters of a three-

layer feed-forward ANN, counting association weights and

inclination, are tuned by the GSO algorithm. Two real-

world classification issues have been utilized as benchmark

issues prepared by the ANN to evaluate the execution of

the GSO-trained ANN (GSOANN). In comparison with

other advanced machine learning methods, the proposed

for ANN making in later a long time, counting a few ANN

outfits, GSOANN has way better meeting and generaliza-

tion exhibitions on the two benchmark issues.

Wu et al. [61] introduced a new algorithm: a GSO for

preparing a fake neural arrange (ANN) utilized for the

conclusion of breast cancer. The GSO algorithm is pro-

pelled by creature social looking conduct. Its worldwide

look execution has been demonstrated similar to other

developmental algorithms and the molecule swarm algo-

rithm. This algorithm is found to tune the KNN parameters.

Wisconsin demonstrative breast cancer information from

the UCI store is utilized as a benchmark classification issue

to assess the suggested strategy. In matching with other

modern machine learning strategies used for ANN

preparing, counting a few ANN outfits, the GSO for ANN,

GSOANN, incorporates a way better merging rate and

generalization exhibitions for the breast cancer conclusion

issue.

Danielle et al. [73] presented two half-breed agreeable

GSO approaches based on divide-and-conquer worldview,

utilizing friendly conduct among numerous GSO bunches

to progress the execution of standard GSO. They moreover

connected the Weight Rot (WR) procedure to upgrade the

generalization control of systems. The obtained results

showed that the GSO approaches utilizing participation

could attain superior generalization execution than other

similar methods. In another study, the execution of GSO in

adapting with compelled issues is explored. A few tests are

conducted on 13 well-known and broadly utilized bench-

marks [29]. The exploratory comes about to appear that

GSO can discover the precise or near to universally ideal

methods on most issues. GSO can unravel the obliged

problem and is an elective method.

4.5 Engineering applications

Several studies have been done using the GSO algorithm to

address different optimization problems, especially in the

engineering applications such as [89, 92, 93].

4.5.1 Scheduling

Several studies have been done using GSO algorithm to

solve scheduling optimization problems such as [94]. Zhe

and Xingsheng [53] proposed the combination flow shop

scheduling with a random breakdown called (RBHFS) with

a discrete GSO (DGSO). Two separate working examples,

preempt-resume example and preempt-repeat example, are

recognized below accidental analysis. The suggested

DGSO uses vector design and various discrete agents.

Also, an orthogonal analysis is employed to address the

adaptable parameters in the proposed DGSO method. The

obtained results in both examples showed that the DGSO

increases the achievements matched with other similar

methods.

Deng et al. [52] performed a multi-objective discrete

GSO for blocking stream shop problem. The proposed

algorithm is outlined to explore the Pareto-optimal agents

reducing the makespan and add up to stream time for the

stream shop planning with blocking imperative. Within the

proposed algorithm, a beginning expanded populace is

developed based on the Nawaz–Enscore–Ham heuristic

and its variations. Not at all, like the initial GSO in which

persistent arrangement design is utilized, the proposed

algorithm uses discrete work change design to adjust to the

recognized planning issue. In this manner, operations of a

maker, scrounger, and officer are recently planned. An

insertion-based Pareto nearby look is put forward in maker

strategy, a hybrid process is presented in scrounger strat-

egy, and a neighborhood look based on the embed neigh-

borhood is planned in officer strategy. The results showed

that the proposed algorithm is predominant in two existing

capable algorithm in regard to modified generational

remove and set scope.

4.5.2 Control of power systems

Li et al. [35] presented an upgraded GSO with intraspecific

competition and Lévy walk (GSOICLW). The proposed

strategy is utilized to illuminate the ideal control stream

(OPF) issue. GSOICLW s a more naturally practical

algorithm and performs superior adjust between worldwide

and nearby search than basic GSO and Lévy walk (LW)

are presented GSO. GSOICLW is tested on the IEEE

30-bus control framework, with nursery gasses outflow

imperative, considered. The obtained results illustrated the

precision and unwavering quality of the proposed algo-

rithm, compared with other EAs.

Li et al. [40] introduced the mean–variance (MV) model

to resolve control framework responsive power dispatch

issues with wind control coordinates. The MV considers

the benefit and hazard at the same time beneath the dubious

wind control (speed) environment. To portray this
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uncertain environment, the Latin hypercube examining

with Cholesky deterioration recreation strategy is utilized

to test changeable wind speeds. A progressed optimization

algorithm, GSO with intraspecific competition and Lévy

walk, is at that point used to optimize the MV show by

presenting the hazard resistance parameter. The experi-

mental is conducted based on the IEEE 30-bus control

framework, and the outcomes to illustrate the adequacy and

legitimacy of the proposed demonstration and the opti-

mization algorithm.

Zheng et al. [41] proposed a solution to solve the

security-constrained unit commitment problem with com-

bined hydro and thermal generation embedded (RCHTUC),

by the self-learning GSO algorithm called SLGSO. The

RCHTUC problem needs to minimize the total of fuel costs

and start-up prices of thermal plants controlled to different

operational limitations. To solve the RCHTUC problem,

the proposed SLGSO is introduced from the basic GSO.

This proposed method used covariance network to illus-

trate the ideal procedure and using Lévy flights to increase

the differences in the bunch. The results are compared with

other results on distinctive aqueous structures across the

planning skyline. The results illustrated the productivity of

the proposed SLGSO for handling the RCHTUC issue.

4.5.3 Economic load dispatch problem

Several studies have been done using the GSO algorithm to

solve different optimization problems, especially in the

economic load dispatch problem such as [95, 96, 97].

Economic dispatch (ED) is a crucial optimization problem

of a power system. In order to obtain a more accurate ED

system, Junpeng et al. [75] proposed a fast GSO algorithm

called (FGSO). The ED design on three test modes is

determined, and the simulation results proved that the

proposed FGSO converged better, consumed a shorter

time, and achieved results with less value of fuel price than

the other comparative algorithms. The proposed FGSO

achieved more accurate outcomes with less computational

time.

Liao et al. [31] presented the GSO to solve a control

framework DE problem, which is to diminish the fuel

fetched and transmission line misfortune within the control

framework. GSO is inspired by creature looking behavior

and gather living hypothesis. The system of GSO is based

on the participation of makers, scroungers, and officers,

which play diverse parts amid the look. GSO has been

conclusively connected to fathom a more extensive extent

of benchmark functions. This paper examines the appli-

cation of GSO to resolve the control DE issue with the

thought of minimizing the goals of fuel taken a toll and

transmission line misfortune. The execution of GSO has

been compared with that of hereditary algorithm (GA), and

the molecule is a swarming optimizer (PSO). The recre-

ation comes about has illustrated that GSO beats the other

two algorithms. The application is additionally expanded to

decide the ideal areas and control parameters of the

adaptable AC transmission system (actualities) gadgets to

realize the objective. Results have been carried out on a

standard test framework, and superior comes about have

been gotten by GSO.

Liao et al. [98] proposed a modern optimization algo-

rithm for the arrangement of non-convex and expansive

scale ED issues. A ceaseless form of speedy GSO called

(QGSO) algorithm is introduced. A more practical ED

detailing with considering valve-points impact precluded

working zones, transmission misfortunes, and ramp-rate

limits are utilized. The execution of the proposed strategy

is confirmed by the performance of five test frameworks.

Case ponders and numerical illustrations show that the

proposed ceaseless QGSO algorithm has superior

arrangement quality comparing with the foremost of the

latest detailed algorithms within the writing.

Guo et al. [99] presented a good strategy for energetic

financial emanation expedite (DEED) of control frame-

works, employing a novel multi-objective developmental

algorithm, GSO with different makers (GSOMP), that

incorporates immediate taking care of conspiring presented

to bargain with complex limitations. The execution of

GSOMP has been assessed on the DEEDs of the IEEE

30-bus and 118-bus frameworks, individually, in compar-

ison with those of multi-objective molecule swarm opti-

mizer (MOPSO) and non-dominated sorting hereditary

algorithm-II (NSGA-II). The obtained results showed that

the proposed strategy has better execution than MOPSO

and NSGA-II and expends much less time than the com-

parative method.

Kazem et al. [100] proposed a novel arrangement based

on the GSO strategy in arrange to decide the available ideal

method of the ED issue considering valve stacking impacts.

The fundamental drawback of the first GSO algorithm is

the reality that it provides a near-optimal arrangement

instead of an ideal one in a restricted runtime period. In this

paper, an excellent modified GSO (MGSO) is displayed for

progressing the scrounger and officer administrators of

GSO. The MGSO is connected to distinctive test frame-

works and matched with similar methods. The outcomes

show the adequacy of the MGSO and demonstrate that

MGSO can be appropriate for tackling the control frame-

work financial stack alacrity issue, particularly in colossal

scale control frameworks.

Srinivasa et al. [101] presented a discourse of ‘‘Solving

non-convex financial expedite issue with valve point

impacts utilizing altered bunch look optimizer method.’’

They talked about paper displayed financial celerity issues

by testing with three case frameworks considering 3-, 13-,
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and 40-unit test frameworks considering non-convex taken

a toll work with valve point stacking impacts. In any case,

within the detailed comes about for the 13-unit test

framework with two different stack requests, the total costs

cited were diverse for the given era plan. In this commu-

nication, clarification concerning taken toll algorithms is

displayed. Another discussion can be found in [98].

Farheen et al. [102] used the GSO to discover the

worldwide arrangement for nonlinear optimization issues

whereas fulfilling correspondence and imbalance impera-

tives within the setting of time sweeping assessment of

functions. GSO method actualizes the creature filtering

instrument metamorphically to plan ideal looking

methodologies for understanding optimization issues.

Bunch look algorithm utilized in this paper is populace-

based algorithm, and asset looking preparation of creatures

in nature closely resembles the method of searching for

optima in a look space. The promising comes about on the

benchmark work appears the pertinence of the gather look

optimizer for fathoming financial stack celerity issue. The

legitimacy of the proposed strategy has been illustrated for

three-, four-, and six-generator electrical control

framework.

Li et al. [103] presented the mean–variance (MV) to

fathom control framework celerity issues with wind control

coordinates. Within the MV show, the benefit and the risk

are taken into consideration at the same time beneath the

dubious wind control (speed) environment. To portray this

suspicious environment, the Monte Carlo (MC) reenact-

ment strategy is utilized to test questionable wind speeds.

Th GSO algorithm optimizes the MV show by presenting

the chance resistance parameter. The recreation is per-

formed based on the IEEE 30-bus control framework, and

the outcomes to illustrate the appropriateness of the pro-

posed show into control framework alacrity issues with

wind control coordinates.

4.5.4 Optimal design problem

Several studies have been done using the GSO algorithm to

solve different optimization problems, especially in the

optimal design problem such as [59, 104, 105]. Feng et al.

[70] proposed an improved GSO algorithm (QGSO) to

solve structural optimization design jobs. The development

of this version has three main features. First, increase the

number of ranger, while the target stops going ahead.

Second, utilize the search procedure of PSO by studying

the best group agent and the most reliable personal agent

and use the step search procedure to repair the visual search

approach. Third, it represents the ranger with a combina-

tion of the group’s best agent and the person’s most suit-

able agent. The QGSO algorithm is used to examine the

planar and term truss structures with discrete values. The

obtained results of the proposed algorithm are associated

with the GSO and HPSO. The results confirmed that the

proposed QGSO got a better convergence rate and accu-

racy rate.

Feng-ming et al. [71] proposed a combined method, the

GSO algorithm with Pareto solutions theory called MGSO,

to solve engineering structure problems. Two cases,

including a 10-bar planar truss construction with continu-

ous values and a 25-bar space truss structure with discrete

values, are applied to assess the production of the proposed

MGSO algorithm. The obtained results confirmed the

probability and advantage of MGSO in addressing structure

optimal design. The proposed MGSO is of apparent ben-

efits for addressing complex engineering problems, par-

ticularly the high-dimensional problems.

Jing et al. [77] introduced a new multi-objective GSO

algorithm based on a quick group called MQGSO. This

proposed algorithm is mixed with the Pareto optimal theory

and crowding distance tool. The proposed MQGSO is

utilized to the cross-sectional optimization of 10-bar planar

truss construction and the shape optimization of 25-bar

spatial truss structures. The proposed MQGSO algorithm

got the right balance and high convergence rate compared

with other well-known optimization algorithms.

Zeng and Li [69] proposed an unused adaptation of the

GSO blended with the inactive assemblage to move for-

ward the structural adaptation called IGSO. The proposed

adaptation is tried on shape optimization plan of truss

structures with discrete factors, counting planar trusses, and

spatial trusses. A few numerical illustrations are given to

test the IGSO algorithms. The optimization comes about

are compared with those of the GSO algorithms and a few

algorithms in reference. The outcomes show that the IGSO

algorithms have way better execution in terms of merging

than the GSO algorithm and other algorithms and can

discover the ideal arrangement with less emphasis. Rather,

compared with that of the GSO algorithm, the IGSO

algorithm program explanation is briefer and more com-

fortable to be modified. IGSO ought to be utilized for

underlying ideal plan issues.

Guang et al. [62] presented a fast GSO with inactive

assemblage (QGSOPC) for the ideal plan of stick-associ-

ated structure. The algorithm is based on fast GSO

(QGSO). The proposed QGSOPC is confirmed and mat-

ched with other similar methods for solving the plans of

two planar and spatial truss structures. The outcomes

showed that the QGSOPC algorithm not as it had an ideal

joining rate and precision. However, it has the most

excellent solidness of joining scale and accuracy. It is

craved for QGSOPC to be utilized more viably for com-

monsense underlying ideal plan issues.

Haobin et al. [63] utilized a new optimization technique,

named GSO algorithm with a couple of advancements, to
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truss structure problems. Moreover, the progressed strate-

gies are utilizing concordance memory and following to the

boundary, which can move forward the algorithm. At that

point, a straightforward and compelling topology strategy,

discretization of topology factors are consolidated with

made strides GSO to create beyond any doubt that the

design optimization operates well. After the paper, two

ideal design models are utilized to examine these problems

based on the made strides GSO. The results show that the

approach with moved forward GSO is doable and reliable

for truss design problems.

Hai et al. [56] presented an improved GSO algorithm

called (iGSO) for fathoming mechanical plan problems.

Within the proposed method, subpopulations and a devel-

opmental cooperation technique were received to develop

the worldwide look ability and merging execution. The

proposed iGSO is assessed on two hard optimization

problems of the classical mechanical plan: spring and

weight vessel. The test comes about is analyzed with those

detailed within the sorts of writing. The results show that

iGSO has many ways of better merging execution and is

less demanding to actualize in comparison with other

similar methods.

Li-juan et al. [64] presented a novel optimization algo-

rithm called GSO algorithm. The execution strategy of this

algorithm is displayed in detail. The GSO is utilized to

explore the truss structures with nonstop factors and was

tried by three truss structure optimization issues. The

optimization comes about was compared with those of the

PSO, the PSO with the inactive assemblage (PSOPC), and

the HPSO. The proposed algorithm results showed that the

GSO has best joining rate and exactness. Results from the

three tried cases outlined the competitive capacity of the

GSO to discover the ideal comes about. It is craved for

GSO to be utilized for underlying ideal plan issues.

Xie et al. [66] presented a novel method, named GSO, to

solve design problems. The GSO is moved forward in two

angles, which are counting utilizing agreement memory

and following to the boundary. Two topology strategies,

such as heuristic topology and discretization of topology

factors, are joined with GSO. Two numerical cases were

utilized to test the enhanced GSO. The obtained outcomes

show that the improved GSO is attainable and stable for

design problems.

4.6 Networks applications

Several studies have been done using the GSO algorithm to

solve different optimization problems, especially in the

networking domains such as [106–108]. Localization is one

of the most difficulties in remote sensor systems. It is

conducted to decide the area data of sensor hubs within the

organization. When the sensors gather information and

report occasions, it is critical to recognize the beginning of

knowledge and opportunities. In this paper [109], a new

optimization algorithm, called GSO, is introduced for

finding sensor hubs in a dispersed WSN situation. WSN

localization is defined as a nonlinear optimization issue and

unraveled utilizing GSO.

Xiang et al. [110] proposed a modern Web of Things

GSO called (ITGSO) to unravel data combination issues

cleverly within the high-dimensional multi-sensor systems.

ITGSO is inspired by the most recent inquire about

accomplishment around pioneer choice in Nature and

works almost social coordination, which comprises three

parts: fundamental bunch look optimizer, parallel gather

look optimizer, and social choice demonstrates. With

ITGSO, they require less time to get least Bayes taken a

toll than molecule swarm optimization. And data of ques-

tionable social cleverly issues can be combined. In this

paper, they grant the hypothetical essential of ITGSO and

demonstrated its legitimacy utilizing numerical examina-

tion. Another discussion can be found in [111]

Dan et al. [112] introduced a diversity-guided GSO-

based approach for tackling the area administration issue in

versatile computing. The area administration issue, which

is to discover the ideal arrange setups of administration

beneath the portable computing environment, is considered

here as an optimization issue. The proposed diversity-

guided GSO algorithm is realized with the help of differing

qualities administrator, which makes a difference ease the

previous meeting issue of gather look optimizer algorithm,

a fruitful optimization algorithm inspired by the creature

behavior. To address the area administration problem,

diversity-guided GSO algorithm is misused to optimize

arrangement setups of administration by minimizing the

whole of area overhaul taken a toll and area paging fetched.

Exploratory comes about outlines the viability of the pro-

posed approach.

Qi et al. [113] proposed a novel productive population-

based heuristic approach for ideal area and capacity of

dispersed eras (DGs) in dispersion systems. The proposed

method deals with minimizing the destinations of fuel

fetched, control misfortune diminishment, and voltage

profile advancement. The approach utilizes an improved

GSO (iGSO) by consolidating PSO into GSO for the ideal

set of DGs. The proposed method is executed on an

organized dispersion system—the IEEE 14-bus test

framework for diverse targets. The outcomes are moreover

compared to those performed by fundamental GSO algo-

rithm and PSO algorithm on the same test framework. The

outcomes show the viability and promising applications of

the proposed approach in the ideal area and capacity of

DGs.

Harikrishnan and Kumar [114] proposed an approach of

one such bio-inspired algorithm called as GSO localization
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algorithm coordinates with Xbee arduino sensor arrange,

which is utilized to play down the localization blunder of

remote sensor systems. The estimate is created from the

motivation of creature nourishment and necessary need

foraging behavior and could be a gather-based localization

optimization algorithm. This utilizes an asset finding maker

and scrounger devotee show. Genuine-time information

collected by Xbee arduino sensor arrange is being used by

GSO localization algorithm to self decide the area data of

sensor hubs.

Arul et al. [115] proposed an information calamity

recuperation handle utilizing oppositional GSO (OGSO)

algorithm, which primarily maintains a strategic distance

from the fiasco within the cloud. The proposed information

recuperation handle comprises four modules, such as

record uploading module, reproduction era module, infor-

mation reinforcement module, and catastrophe recupera-

tion module. They divide the information into several

records and transfer the record to the comparing virtual

machine utilizing OGSO algorithm. After that, they create

a reproduction based on each record transfer speed. The

print is primarily used for information reinforcement pro-

cedures. At last, the client inquiry-based records are rein-

forcement and recovery based on copies. The exploratory

comes about to shows that the proposed OGSO-based

information calamity recuperation prepared is superior to

other approaches.

4.7 Other applications

Several studies have been done using the GSO algorithm to

solve different optimization problems such as [116, 117].

Zhao et al. [78] proposed an improved GSO based on the

system of the social algorithm is displayed. Also, the col-

ony fitness fluctuation is presented to choose whether to

experience the operation of impact function such that the

meeting effectiveness can arise. The comparison experi-

mentations with GA, PSO, and GSO are made, and the

made strides GSO algorithm is additionally connected to

the optimization problem of the benefit within the butane

alkylation prepare. The obtained results issued the viability

of the made strides algorithm.

Hui et al. [79] proposed a strategy for cognitive radio

(CR) range detection based on made strides GSO algo-

rithm. The improved GSO is utilized to induce the weight

vector within the straight participation show. Moreover, it

is compared with the four strategies of the single CR

strategy, the determination combining strategy (SC), the

break even with pick-up combining strategy (EGC), and

the altered avoidance coefficient strategy (MDC). Recre-

ation comes about shows that the made strides GSO is

superior in the meeting than the traditional gather look

optimizer. It can get superior location likelihood than the

four strategies. The discovery execution gets to be higher

with the increment of CR clients and gets to be lower

beneath the more awful of commotion condition.

5 Discussion and theoretical aspects

This section presents theoretical aspects, assessment, and

evaluation of the GSO algorithm.

Global numerical problems like benchmark optimization

functions are associated with a process of obtaining near-

optimal agents of a mathematical paradigm through

obtaining the desired minimum or maximum values (ob-

jective function). Because increasing the complexity of the

optimization process employed in several optimization

problems, the development of effective stochastic tech-

niques is becoming much necessary, critical, and important

than before. Over the recent decade, many complex opti-

mization methods have been applied according to different

aspects of biology or natural life.

According to the candidate agents, optimization algo-

rithms are divided into a couple of subclasses of individual-

based optimization methods (one agent/LSOMs) and pop-

ulation-based optimization techniques (many agents/

PSOMs). Extensive data is needed by the above stated, that

is individual-based optimization algorithms, and it usually,

this type works via one single unsystematic agent,

improved over a specified number of iterations. These

kinds of algorithms need less mathematical algorithm, and

the right approach is implemented to obtain the near-op-

timal agent (globally) for the sake of natural patterns or

problems. However, they usually have defects such as

illation mechanism, new convergence (fast), and sensitive

search (unstable) in complex situations. Concerning the

last, the stochastic procedures trend to start with a popu-

lation of stochastic agents generated from the available

search regions and developed by the iterations, one by one.

It is a fundamental technique that utilized these generating

agents to avert trapped in local search. Furthermore, the

mutual information across the candidate agents further

supports the used technique grows, although several

dilemmas of complex-wide search regions [118].

The distribution of the addressing rule is classified into a

couple of stages, which is the prime advantage of multi-

agent methods (i.e., stochastic search: exploration and

exploitation) [119]. The above-mentioned (exploration)

indicates a manner where the population (agents) trend to

be developed repeatedly and examine the encouraging

areas of the search space as ample as possible. Dissimi-

larity and the search agents are controlled or led by the

exploitation or intensification to draw close the near-opti-

mal agent obtained in the global search stage.
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The converging on local search has resulted in a fast

convergence, but the dominant local search strategy is

escaped from this problem, and the result id maintaining

the agents diversification. Therefore, a robust procedure

can work in producing a normal equipoise among these

search methods (i.e., exploration and exploitation). More

newly, meta-heuristic optimization methods have worked

notably in addressing a wide variety of real-world opti-

mization problems because of its features such as adapt-

ability, naturalness, privation-free technicality, and escape

the local optima. For this reason, these methods (the pop-

ulation-based optimization algorithms) employed to solve

various problems quickly. Researchers applied several

reliable and valuable optimization approaches because

natural life behaviors motivate them.

The benefit of meta-heuristic algorithms is illustrated for

many causes. The first cause, the utility of random proce-

dure, supports these algorithms to avoid the stuck in local

search and converge to the near-optimal agent. Presently,

the goal is not to get the best agent of the problem agents

but to determine the near-optimal agent (with high-grade

fineness within a reasonable running time). The main factor

in producing this objective is to get the proper balance

across search strategies. Exploration propose is to deter-

mine the more encouraging areas in a complex-wide search

area.

Consequently, the exploitation strategy is enhanced

(intensified) by the local search strategy in an encouraging

area to produce better agents. The optimal execution and

effectiveness of a particular optimization technique in

trade-off these methods, the superior ability will be

achieved. The current meta-heuristic algorithms achieve

the balance among these two methods. In different ways,

they could be further modified and adjusted for local or for

global search strategies. Two or more optimization tech-

niques are merged by combining its components to get its

stable features together and powerful than each one alone

while averting as much as potential their disadvantages and

shortcomings. The second cause, the success of optimiza-

tion techniques, is due to its principle, abilities, simplicity,

and adjust experimentally.

Optimization algorithms have been used widely to

tackle different problems. However, for complex cases, the

most significant part of the optimization techniques still

yield trapped in local search and be unsuccessful in

achieving the near-global agent. This is the purpose of the

week of diversification (global search) part (i.e., compo-

nent) in the used technique. Several diversification search

strategies are employed to enhance the effectiveness of

well-known optimization techniques and support in stop-

ping the drawbacks. These optimization techniques are

hybridization and elitism: the existence of an elite as a

dominating component in a method [120, 121].

GSO algorithm has grown exponentially and become a

powerful mechanism for tackling complex problems as

other optimization techniques. It is an artificially intelligent

technique, works by stochastic computational mechanisms,

to determine the near-optimal agent for the multi-dimen-

sional functions and one-dimensional according to its

objective function. The GSO algorithm runs in a standard

procedure; it is easily implemented and easily used in a

wide variety of domains. The results summarized in this

review paper give evidence and proof of performance

achievement of the GSO algorithm in regard to the effec-

tiveness and accuracy of the obtained best result. This

assurance is determined according to exploring and ana-

lyzing the obtained results among the GSO algorithm and

recently published optimization techniques.

Similar to several optimization techniques, the GSO

algorithm owns several advantages (strong points) and few

weaknesses. Even though there is no concourse evidence

for this algorithm, the final characterizations are summa-

rized in this review to prove that the GSO competitiveness

over other optimization algorithms in regard to conver-

gence accelerated (rate). Table 4 shows the advantages and

disadvantages of the GSO algorithm.

Table 4 Advantages and disadvantages of GSO algorithm

Advantages

- Combining with other operators is surprisingly gratifying

- An operative convergence speed

- Accelerated process in finding best agents

- Adjusting for various kinds of problems

- A suitable global method to explore

- Fit for large search area (continuous and discrete)

- Outstanding neighborhood exploration style

- Adjustability, robustness, and scalability are found as fundamental

features

- Active in controlling a vast number of decisions

- Have a higher probability and energy in making global optima

- Lower evenly of stuck in local optima

- Less dependence on initial agents

- GSO algorithm is straightforward in its idea and implementation

linked to other heuristic optimization procedures

- Cheap execution time

- No parameter tuning

Disadvantages

- The first presentation of GSO has been introduced for continuous

optimization problems

- Suffer from premature convergence

- No converging technical nature

- Likelihood configuration settings by reproductions

- No parameters tuning in the GSO algorithm
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The main challenge of the GSO algorithm is how to

determine the probabilistic convergence characteristics of

GSO, which is needed to grasp the given technique fully.

The issue of new convergence (premature convergence) in

the GSO usually begins the improvement procedure to be

stuck during the exploitation search. This issue usually

happens, while the agent’s divergence reduces, and the

agents cannot avoid falling in the local optima. Moreover,

there are significant potentials for researchers to utilize and

apply the advantages of the GSO algorithm to address the

involved industry and any real-world problems.

Based on the previous studies, there are developing

models in general direction that appeared in the years 2009

to 2020. Figure. 2 presents a different kind of hybridiza-

tion, modifications, binary, alternatives, and applications in

regard to the whole published papers per year. As observed

in the results of Table 1, 2014 presents the highest use of

the GSO algorithm compared to the rest years. This cer-

tainly proved that the use of the GSO algorithm in that

domain had gained attention and benefit after one year.

Figure 1 demonstrates clearly that the GSO was employed

with different optimization methods and problems.

6 Results and comparisons

This section offers a wide variety of benchmark test

function (as standard optimization problems) with various

characteristics (as shown in Table 5) to examine, analyze,

and validate the effectiveness of the GSO [122] compared

to other comparable and well-known optimization algo-

rithms (i.e., particle swarm optimization (PSO) [123],

genetic algorithm (GA) [124], bat algorithm (BA) [125],

firefly algorithm (FA) [126], and gravitational search

algorithm (GSA) [17]). Results values are normalized

between 0 and 1 to investigate and compare the obtained

results of all benchmark function problems. To conclude

the importance and significance of the obtained results, a

ranking statistical test called Friedman ranking test is

carried out and is shown in Table 6.

As shown in Table 5, the obtained results show that the

GSO algorithm got better results in almost all test cases and

comparative results in some cases. Firstly, the GSO pro-

vides better results on three out of six unimodal benchmark

functions according to the given results above. Because of

the characteristics of the unimodal test functions, these

obtained results proved that the GSO algorithm has high

exploitation search and convergence rates. Secondly, as

shown in Table 5, the results confirmed that the GSO got

better results compared with all optimization algorithms

employed on the multi-modal benchmark functions (F7,

F9, F11, and F12). The obtained results confirmed the GSO

benefits from high exploration search and averted from the

Table 5 The average results for solving benchmark functions

Function Comparative algorithms

PSO GA BA FA GSA GSO

F1 0.0003 0.8078 1.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000

F2 0.0693 0.5406 1.0000 0.0177 0.0100 0.0000

F3 0.0157 0.5323 1.0000 0.0000 0.0016 0.0393

F4 0.0936 0.8837 1.0000 0.0000 0.1177 0.0934

F5 0.0000 0.6677 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0007

F6 0.0004 0.7618 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002

F7 0.0398 0.5080 1.0000 0.0009 0.0021 0.0000

F8 1.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

F9 0.3582 1.0000 0.4248 0.0190 0.0222 0.0010

F10 0.1045 0.8323 0.8205 0.0000 0.1569 0.3804

F11 0.0521 0.7679 1.0000 0.0074 0.4011 0.0000

F12 0.0000 0.4573 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

F13 0.0000 0.6554 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

F14 0.1816 0.4201 1.0000 0.0000 0.0961 0.3965

F15 0.3016 0.0000 1.0000 0.4395 0.2926 0.0230

F16 0.0427 0.0000 0.3572 0.5298 1.0000 0.0497

F17 0.0294 0.1093 0.8189 0.7093 0.7887 0.0000

F18 0.1772 0.0000 1.0000 0.0723 0.8018 0.0129

F19 0.7727 0.0192 1.0000 0.8176 0.9950 0.0000

Sum 3.2346 9.9634 16.421 3.6134 5.6858 1.9936

Table 6 The obtained results of the Friedman ranking test

Function Comparative algorithms

PSO GA BA FA GSA GSO

F1 3 5 6 4 1 1

F2 4 5 6 3 2 1

F3 3 5 6 1 2 4

F4 2 5 6 1 4 3

F5 1 5 6 1 1 4

F6 4 5 6 1 1 3

F7 4 5 6 2 3 1

F8 2 2 1 2 2 2

F9 4 6 5 2 3 1

F10 2 6 5 1 3 4

F11 3 5 6 2 4 1

F12 1 5 6 1 1 1

F13 1 5 6 1 1 1

F14 3 5 6 1 2 4

F15 4 1 6 5 3 2

F16 2 1 4 5 6 3

F17 2 3 6 4 5 1

F18 4 1 6 3 5 2

F19 3 2 6 4 5 1

Summation 52 77 111 44 54 40

Mean rank 2.73 4.05 5.84 2.31 2.84 2.10

Final Ranking 3 5 6 2 4 1
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trapped in local optima. Finally, the results of the GSO on

the composite benchmark functions confirmed the excel-

lence of GSO in solving optimization problems with

extended search spaces. According to the normalization

results, the overall performance of all parallel algorithms

can also be compared. The last row of Table 5 shows the

summation of the average results of all algorithms on all

benchmark functions. It is observed that GSO gives the

minimum average value that GSO reliably overwhelms

other comparative algorithms. Table 6 shows the summa-

tion, average, and final ranking of the ranking results of all

algorithms on all benchmark functions. The ranking results

in Table 6 show that the performance of the GSO is sta-

tistically significant; it got the first ranking compared with

all well-known optimization algorithms followed by FA,

PSO, GSA, GA, and BA.

7 Conclusion and possible future directions

In this paper, a comprehensive and exhaustive literature

review of the group search optimizer (GSO) algorithm is

presented. The main aim of this survey is studying and

reviewing the variants, applications, and results of the GSO

algorithm in all categories. All the given details and

information in this paper were taken from the published

papers that have been used GSO algorithm in solving

various problems such as benchmark functions, machine

learning, engineering, networks, and other optimization

problems. Moreover, several researchers noted that the

GSO algorithm could solve other complex optimization

problems such as scheduling problems, clustering opti-

mization problems, pattern recognition problems, and

unconstrained optimization problems. Consequentially, the

GSO is a robust algorithm in all the examined problems

based on the given analysis and information.

As the conclusion, there is still needed for improving the

performance of GSO algorithms by extending the basic

version into different hybridizations, modifications,

improved, and other variants based on the demands of the

given problems. Consequently, the results of this survey

paper could be useful for researchers who are interested in

researching in that domain by showing the conducted

improvements and applications, and its advantages, and

disadvantages.

For possible future research, we recommend to employ

and enhance the GSO algorithm with other algorithms

components or other techniques for further improvements

to solve new optimization problems. In future work, we

will focus on the following aspects:

• Adapting the GSO algorithm to solve the unsolved

optimization problems before by GSO algorithm (new

optimization problems).

• Employing the GSO algorithm to solve multi-objective

optimization problems.

• Modifying the GSO algorithm to deal with NP-hard

real-world problems and other optimization problems.
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